This paper presents a layered network architecture and the enabling technologies for accomplishing vision-based behavioral analysis of unattended environments. Specifically the vision network covers both the attended environment and its surroundings by means of hybrid cameras. The layer overlooking at the surroundings is laid outdoor and tracks people, monitoring entrance/exit points. It recovers the geometry of the site under surveillance and communicates people positions to a higher level layer. The layer monitoring the unattended environment undertakes similar goals, with the addition of maintaining a global mosaic of the observed scene for further understanding. Moreover, it merges information coming from sensors beyond the vision to deepen the understanding or increase the reliability of the system. The behavioral analysis is demanded to a third layer that merges the information received from the two other layers and infers knowledge about what happened, happens and will be likely happening in the environment. The paper also describes a case study that was implemented in the Engineering Campus of the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, where our surveillance system has been deployed in a computer laboratory which was often unaccessible due to lack of attendance.
INTRODUCTION
Giving a quick glance to the panorama of information and communication technologies within research, development and production, it is quite clear the strong push on topics such as wireless communications, mobile computing, distributed networks, sensor networks and on top of them, high-level inferences on the huge amount of data produced with such technologies. Within such ferment, computer vision plays an ever increasing role, and as a specific branch of it, in recent times behavioral analysis has gained more and more attention thanks to two different enabling "technologies": on one side the rich variety of the sensed data (in the meaning of quality, quantity, multi-modality, distribution, etc.), on the other side the advances in machine learning and pattern recognition which can effectively process them. The research results are definitely promising and new and deeper level of behavior understanding are continuously uncovered; actually, it seems really hard to define a reasonable limit, if there is any, to the degree of behavior understanding which machines might attain.
If research is pushing forward, through this paper we claim that the technology is also mature enough to successfully step from research to development in the analysis of simple (or evident) behaviors which are characterized by well defined constraints and goals.
This paper specifically deals with the enabling technologies, mostly from computer vision and distributed sensor networks, that are used as building blocks of an automatic system for the attendance of indoor environments, which can successfully replace the tedious (and costly) humanbased activity often limited to very low-level people monitoring (people positioning, counting, evident abuses of devices, thefts, etc). The field of applicability is wide: it is enough to quote the attendance of shops, libraries, labs, data-centers, etc. Many times such environments are left unattended, since the cost of a human attendance would be definitely bigger than the cost of the problems deriving from its lack.
The proposed architecture is based on a double-layer of camera networks: the first monitors the target environment, the second one its surroundings. Such outer layer does not simply extend the domain of observation, but increases the range of achievable understanding and inference of the system. The employed cameras are of different typologies (fixed and PTZ -Pan-Tilt-Zoom), each assigned to complementary tasks. Moreover sensors beyond the vision could be used to deepen the understanding or increase the reliability of the system. The paper also describes a case study that very recently was implemented in the Engineering Campus of the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, where our surveillance system has been introduced in a computer laboratory which was often unaccessible due to lack of attendance.
Several works on indoor [16, 42] or outdoor [20, 26, 10, 12, 19] surveillance are available in the literature. In our work, in order to obtain system scalability and efficient resource allocation, Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) are used. WMSNs [1] are enabling several new applications such as: multimedia surveillance, traffic avoidance and control systems, environmental monitoring, person locator services and many others. This type of network allows enhancing [14, 18] traditional monitoring and surveillance systems by using multi-sensor data to obtain multi-resolution and multi-source descriptions of the same scene. Moreover onboard processing algorithms allow to reduce bandwidth consumption. Hence, it is possible to obtain faster and more reliable systems but it is necessary to develop architectures to control distributed and collaborative information processing. Beside usual wired distributed systems [33, 43] , there have been several studies on WMSNs. In [28] a model to decompose logical surveillance functionalities into a set of modules (e.g. tracking and classification of objects) is proposed. Each module is then optimally allocated among a set of physical processing units structured in a hierarchical surveillance network. Chu et al. [11] propose a system which uses onboard camera processing to filter out uninteresting events. A factor-graph-based resource allocation algorithm is then used to move cameras mantaining local and peripheral knowledge of new events.
This works does not claim to step into new surveillance fields or scenarios, but to propose and clarify a rendez-vous architecture and application for all these enabling technologies, which are mature to produce real solutions to real problems, fact that is confirmed as more and more world-wide technology companies and corporations are opening up to the video surveillance as part of their business areas.
The paper has the following structure: after a general architecture overview (section 2.1), a detailed description of each single layer will be given: perimeter vision layer (section 2.2), environment vision layer (section 2.3) and reasoning vision layer (section 2.4). We want to underline that what is presented in these sections is (and wants to be) a general and open description of an architecture, which can be specifically implemented in several different ways. Indeed, section 3 will give implementation details of the case study we deployed in our campus, providing the results obtained within such environment. Conclusions will follow.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

An Overview
Figure 1: Scheme of the overall architecture
The general system architecture, depicted in Fig. 1 , is divided into three main layers, namely: perimeter, environment and reasoning.
The perimeter layer deals with the surveillance of the surroundings of the environment to be attended. Usually (but not necessarily) it is based on nodes which are positioned outdoor. Each node is self standing and comprises a processing unit (typically an embedded platform), a camera, a wireless network interface and a power supply. The layer built upon such nodes forms a distributed sensor network that performs video surveillance tasks: object detection (with particular focus on people detection and stationary -possibly abandoned -objects), tracking (with consistent labeling [21, 9] ) and people entrance/exit logging. This last task is particularly important, since this information will be handed off to the reasoning layer which will make inferences over the attended area and the people interacting around it. The architecture is designed in a way that the amount of information sent to the reasoning layer can be tuned according to wireless network capabilities and privacy restrictions: from a minimum level of just textual information about detected objects (e.g. trajectory points), to multi-media data (e.g. text, images, video). Since the nodes of this layer might be subject to frequent re-positioning due to environmental changes (very likely in outdoor setups) or privacy/law restrictions, it is requested that the architecture (hardware and software) on which they rely is easily and quickly deployable: particular attention is paid in a modular and scalable design and any initialization process (e.g. geometrical calibration) must be automatic or computer-assisted as much as possible. Moreover, the implemented algorithms must also take into account the fact that the processing power of the embedded processing units is limited compared to general processing units.
The environment layer deals with the surveillance of the environment area to be attended. Differently from the perimeter layer, is based on cameras which are not supposed to be repositioned. Therefore they are wire-connected to a central processing unit and the requirement of easy and quick deployment is here loosened. In our implementation, the employed cameras are of two different kinds, which play complementary roles: fixed and PTZ cameras; but nothing hinders the architecture to exploit other kind of cameras (e.g. omni-directional) or even different sensors.
From a high level view, this layer extends the tasks that were requested in the perimeter layer. Beyond the people tracking, consistent labeling and entrance/exit monitoring, also more advanced tasks are performed; for instance, active tracking of moving objects through PTZ cameras: this is particularly helpful in case an object is leaving the field of view of the fixed cameras. Additionally, the PTZ cameras are used for a further task: a complete/partial mosaic of the environment [37] is built and kept updated (excluding the moving objects), and compared to the previous versions of it: this allows to detect anomalies in the environment, such as object misplacements or disappearances. The data produced by this layer is handed off to the reasoning layer.
The reasoning layer, which represent the core of the behavioral analysis, merges the information received from the two other layers to infer knowledge about what happened, happens and is likely to happen in the environment. Specifically, regarding the present (what happens), the reasoning layer provides an on-line people counter (restricted to the borders of the indoor environment), a people tracker and an analysis of the status of the environment infrastructure (missing / misplaced objects). Regarding the past (what happened), the layer offers logging about all the people that came in contact with the environment, offering trajectories, inferred information (e.g. interactions with other people or with infrastructures of the environment) and recorded visual data. Regarding the future (what will likely happen), the layer will infer, merging together the geometrical data and the perimeter observations, who is probably approaching or leaving the environment. Of course, these three pieces of information can be interrelated in order to deepen the knowledge over the environment (e.g. in case of misplaced object, it is possible to understand who interacted with it using trajectory analysis and, via visual data, understand what really happened).
The Perimeter Layer
The surveillance of the surroundings of the target environment is demanded to the perimeter vision layer, that is a distributed network made of a minimal set of wirelessly interconnected nodes (smart cameras). Each node consists of a micro-controller, a radio-communication device, a camera [41] and a power supply. In order to realize a self-standing device, it is even feasible to power up the nodes through solar panel [5] .
In distributed video surveillance system, extraction of meaningful information from remote cameras to detect abnormal situations is a challenging task. Even worse, since data transmission is power consuming and the network bandwidth is limited, data processing is usually done locally and only aggregated data are sent over the network; moreover, smart cameras must process the acquired frames in real-time and independently from each other in order to guarantee system scalability. As shown in Fig. 2 , one node is elected as master, with the task to aggregate data provided by processing nodes, to compute the consistent labeling, to handle the communication with the reasoning layer and to manage the insertion of new nodes in the layer.
Figure 2: Scheme of the Perimeter Vision Layer
Tasks of each node can be distinguished between initialization and operational tasks. Initialization tasks regard basically two things: the background initialization, that will be used then for object segmentation through background suppression, and the geometry computation needed for the consistent labeling. There is a huge literature about background modeling but in this layer it is important to use a method that can successfully deal with typical outdoor challenges (e.g. illumination and environmental changes); under these conditions, the most suitable approach seems to be a statistical modeling [20, 40, 30] . Regarding the computation of the geometry needed for consistent labeling, [21, 9, 4] , the approaches generally have a few geometrical requirements that need to be taken in consideration before the deployment of the system. For example [17] uses a light-weight solution that represents a good fit for limited computational power of the perimeter layer nodes; for a successful solution of the ambiguity over the tracks, this solution requires the contact of the observed object with the ground plane (Z=0) to be visible at least from one point of view. If this is satisfied, it is possible to locate the object position over the 2D plan of the environment through homography. There are several off-line methods to learn homography: similarly to what proposed in [9] : generally they require the collection of a certain amount of correspondences and methods to compute off-line a reliable homography. On the other hand, as aforementioned, the perimeter layer must be easy and fast to deploy, therefore an assisted geometry computation is advised; in [24] , an on-line method to learn homography between pairs of camera views is presented. Using an online geometry learning is useful for the whole architecture in order to realize a scalable system that can dynamically change its deployment by adding, removing or repositioning smart cameras. Thus, this approach can be used not only for homography initial computation but also for its continuous refinement. It is important to state that parameters refinement ought to involve only few nodes at a time so that the rest of the system is still active for performing the regular surveillance tasks.
Operational tasks deal with object segmentation and detection. Each peripheral node acquires video tuning the resolution and the frame rate in order to cope with the limited resources of the micro-controller. The work in [35] provide a good review on the several background suppression techniques; the adopted solution is to use statistical methods to detect foreground but also midground [3] , i.e. all those objects that become stationary in the scene. This allows to rapidly highlight suspicious abandoned objects [38] . The object detection is forwarded to the master node that performs, by means of the site geometry, consistent labeling which can also solve partial/total occlusions of moving objects under single views [39] .
The communication with Reasoning Layer is handled by the master node which initially provides, thanks to the geometry computation, an understanding of the position of the cameras and their fields of view. Every homography refinement is dispatched to the reasoning layer as well. Depending on the system set up, the perimeter vision layer can tune the amount and frequency of data regarding the object detection that is sent to the reasoning layer. The minimal information consists of the trajectory of an object, made of triples (object label, homography coordinate, time stamp) together with a visual descriptor (e.g. [36] ) sent just once at the exit of the object from the scene. In fact, the descriptor introduced in [36] incrementally accumulates visual information about the object; therefore, when the object leaves the scene the descriptor contains information on its whole "history" in the scene. If the system can support richer data exchange (from a technological and/or lawful point of view), the minimal information could be updated with higher frequency and enriched with visual data (images, video clips, etc.).
The Environment Layer
Figure 3: Scheme of the environment layer
The fixed cameras are positioned inside the environment so that, primarily, all the entrance/exit points are kept under observation and, secondarily, the widest possible area is covered by their fields of view. Since the cameras are fixed, the object segmentation and the single-view tracking can be exploited using the background suppression: differently from the perimeter layer, the vision in this layer is indoor therefore simpler statistical approaches like [15] could be equally effective but more efficient; to deal with object occlusions within the same view, some appearance models (based on color, texture, contour, etc) can be exploited [17, 23] . Vision-based people counting at gates has been widely explored in the literature [29, 2, 6 ], but, apart from ad-hoc approaches, it could be interpreted also as the outcome of a correct people tracker (see [31] for a survey) which observes all the entrance/exit gates of an environment, that is our case. To increase the accuracy of the counting, additional sensors could be deployed, as will be detailed in our case study in section 3. Regarding the consistent labeling the same consideration made for the perimeter layer are valid in this layer, with the only difference that in this layer, being the camera set-up more stable, an on-line homography learning is not really necessary, and a more precise off-line procedure can be employed.
The PTZ cameras have a double task: primarily the PTZ capability of spanning over a wide view of the environment is used to build up and then keep updated a global mosaic of the observed scene (or a portion of it) [37] . The bottom line idea is to compare the actual mosaic of the environment against a background mosaic image, in order to highlight differences that might point out changes on the infrastructure, detecting ordinary objects moves (e.g. chair moved), or extra-ordinary ones (e.g. closet door left opened, device missing, etc). Once the mosaic extraction can be referred against absolutes coordinates (or PTZ coordinates), the mosaic background calculation does not differ much from a background image calculation in single view video and can be updated using statistical and/or selective processes. On the top of this, since the environment layer can also exploit the object tracking information from the fixed cameras, the mosaic update could be calculated just in the portion of the views where it is known to have no persons/objects. In case the mosaic differencing detects an infrastructure anomaly, it is possible to run a scale-rotation invariant and occlusionrobust object recognition ( [25] for example) in order to detect if the highlighted object simply moved within the scene or disappeared from it.
While the mosaicing mode is a default action of the PTZ cameras, the secondary PTZ task is triggered only when a tracked object is spatially close to the borders of the field of view of the fixed cameras (let consider that through homography and geometric calibration it is possible to recover accurately the field of view of each camera). In this case the closest PTZ camera (depending on the adopted PTZ management policy, it could be more than one), is commanded to target the area where the border-line object is: again, the knowledge of the object position relative to the homography, through simple coordinate transformations, can provide the information for PTZ guidance [7, 44] . Once the PTZ is approximately pointing to the direction where the object is, an active camera tracking is started. In literature the active camera tracking is usually faced using motion compensation, affine transformations or depth sensors [32, 22, 27] . We also propose an uncalibrated approach based on a kernelbased tracking (similar to [8, 13] ), or a particle filter tracking [34] that feeds a PTZ guidance module in order to keep the tracked person within the field of view of the PTZ camera (the so-called person following task [37] ). These approaches need an object model that might be initially provided with the object visual features extracted from the fixed camera tracking, and then possibly refined during the active camera tracking. The PTZ active camera tracking is suspended when the tracked object enters again the field of view covered by the fixed cameras.
The environment layer, similarly to the perimeter one, forwards the homography, with camera positions and fields of view to the reasoning layer. Being this layer wirely con-nected to the network, the data regarding moving objects is forwarded by default with the maximum frequency (i.e. equal to the frame rate), and maximum degree of detail (trajectories, object descriptor, images, clips, etc). As will be better detailed in section 2.4, whenever a new object appears, its label is not assigned merely on the information provided by the environment layer, but the final assignment is decided by the reasoning layer, with the goal to keep a consistent labeling with the tracking performed in the perimeter layer. The reasoning layer, represented in its functionalities in Fig. 4 , infers behaviors in the attended environment by using data provided by perimeter and environment layers. As it can be seen from this scheme, the central entity is represented by the trajectories of the detected objects, which are basically lists of triples (object label; coordinate; time stamp) plus a descriptor based on the object features (typ- The Label Handoff module has the task to correlate objects detected in the perimeter with the ones appeared in the monitored environment. In order to do this, the module makes use of three matrices (whose values are manually or automatically learnt) which correlate all the possible exit points of the perimeter layer (rows of the matrix) with all the possible entrance points (columns of the matrix); the matrices are IOT M (in/out transition matrix), IOMM (in/out mean (time) matrix) and IOV M (in/out variance (time) matrix); each element (i; j) is explained as follows:
The Reasoning Layer
• IOT M(i, j): binary value depending whether it is possible to reach entrance j from exit i
• IOMM(i, j): mean time μ that it is taken to reach entrance j from exit i, modeling the trip time as a Gaussian To have a more robust match, the label assignment reported in equation 1 is performed only if the best match and the ratio between the best match and the second best match respectively exceed two thresholds (similarly to what is proposed by [25] for robust key point matching).
The module for infrastructure anomalies correlates possible missing/misplaced objects detected by the environment layer with the trajectories that are correlated to them by space-time proximity. The interactions module works in complete analogy, providing person-to-person or person-todevice interactions that are established again on space-time proximity.
The people counter module is a simple counting operation on the trajectories, and as aforementioned, can be made more robust through the use of additional sensing information.
CASE STUDY: LAB ATTENDANCE
The study proposed in this paper ended in the deployment of a real prototype used for the monitoring of a labo-
ratory of the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia that is not utilized up to the present moment because of the lack of university personnel attendance monitoring the environment. This situation motivated our research work in order to develop a surveillance system for behavior analysis of the laboratory and its surroundings. The perimeter layer deploys 4 nodes, 3 are placed outdoor, the other is indoor pointing to the main entrance gate of the building. Each node is based on a Single Board Computer called Stargate (produced by CrossBow Technology) based on a xScale 400Mhz (PXA255) Intel CPU. It supports standard interfaces like USB and PCMCIA, used respectively for video input through web-cameras and Wi-Fi interfaces. Tests were successfully performed also with a GPRS radiomobile modem.
Figure 7: CrossBow Stargate
The video acquisition is performed at QVGA or QQVGA resolution and 10fps. Foreground and midground objects are detected by using the method presented in [38] . On top of object segmentation, smart cameras perform local (single-view) tracking, with object split/merge handling as described in [39] . Nodes estimate the trajectory of each object on the image plane by approximating it to a piecewise linear function. Vertices of this function correspond to the points in which the object changes the direction. The local track data is forwarded to a master node which performs consistent labeling. The homography is computed at set-up time and then refined on-line as described in [24] while the appearance model is described in [36] .
The environment layer deploys 2 fixed cameras each observing one of the two entrance doors of the lab, and a PTZ camera, similarly to what was depicted in fig. 1 . The fixed cameras perform object segmentation and single-view tracking according to [15] . After a manual off-line calibration, consistent labeling is performed according to [9] . The PTZbased mosaic is build with an optical-flow compensation, based on [37] , and the mosaic differencing is performed with the same background modeling used over the fixed cameras. The mosaic is performed on a 180
• wide pan angle, and 90
• wide tilt angle (from horizontal to down-ward vertical orientation). The mosaicing module is also provided with a binary mask which highlights the presence of devices (printer, projector, white board, PCs): mosaic differencing that detects objects in correspondence of the objects of such binary mast will trigger an infrastructure anomaly. So far the anomalies do not make distinction between missing and misplaced objects, as we are working in the implementation of the SIFT-based object recognition part, for detecting object misplacements. The active camera tracking is based on particle filter tracking [34] , moving the camera only in the pan-tilt directions (no zooming) in order to keep the tracked object in the center of the PTZ image plane.
The reasoning layer is provided with manually initialized In/Out matrices of size 4x2. The communication is all TCP/IP based and the trajectories data are stored on Microsoft SQL server. The people counting is performed based on vision-based people counting, and checked in its correctness through a PIR based people counter as described in [18] . The feature descriptor used throughout the three modules (for label handoff and for PTZ active tracking initialization) is based on [36] .
The performance evaluation of each single component can be found in the above-mentioned papers, while the evaluation of the overall system over the three layers is still under progress, since not enough data has been collected yet.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents a panoramic view over the enabling technologies that, through an ad-hoc architecture, are already mature for being deployed in successful applications for behavior analysis of unattended indoor environments. The presented architecture is based on a scalable and modular approach and purposely separates vision from reasoning and environment sensing from surroundings sensing. We believe that in the next future many application similar to what is described here, with modifications and additions, will seriously step into the market of surveillance solutions and services. The deployment of a real prototype at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia allowed to design and progressively refine the system architecture using a realword scenario. In our previous works we have evaluated the performance of each single component independently from each other, while the evaluation of the overall three-layer system is still in progress. Our next future commitment is to collect data for experimental results, both on robustness of the behavioral analysis and on the effectiveness of the architecture deployment.
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